
Laurin Talese, winner of the 2018
Sarah Vaughan International Jazz
Vocal Competition, has been
captivating audiences since
childhood. While her greatest
affinity is jazz, Laurin is versatile
within many musical genres having
shared stages around the world
with numerous international
recording artists including Alicia
Keys, Bilal, Gregory Porter, Patti
LaBelle, and Robert Glasper. As a
complement to her vocal abilities,
Laurin is a gifted songwriter. She
has performed her original
compositions to sold-out crowds at
the Kennedy Center for Performing
Arts in Washington, D.C., the
Apollo Theater in New York, and
both the Academy of Music and
Kimmel Center for Performing Arts
in Philadelphia.
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Her debut album entitledGorgeous Chaoswas produced by and, features, in-demandmusic directors/producers,
Adam Blackstone (Justin Timberlake, Rihanna) and Ulysses Owens, Jr. (Christian McBride, Kurt Elling, Wynton
Marsalis), aswell as a list of jazz elite and special guests such as RobertGlasper,ChristianMcBride, Christian Sands,
prominent R&B vocalist, Vivian Green, and longtime collaborator Eric Wortham II (Adele), among others. The
recording received considerable recognition including being listed among the top 10 jazz albums in the Chicago
Tribune, debuting on the Billboard jazz charts and several other accolades.

"Gorgeous Chaos is a
masterful body of music and
an excellent debut project"
AXS

"True talent, likewater, will rise and seek its own level.With a lifetime of readiness and recognizing opportunity, vocalist Laurin Talese brings
a natural sense of self-awareness into Gorgeous Chaos, her riveting debut as a jazz chanteuse." James Nadal, All About Jazz

"Laurin's voice combines
breathy intimacy with
sharp clarity" DownBeat

"...bringing heart and spontaneity to standards, obscurities and originals alike." Howard Reich, Chicago Tribune

"The album is delivered like a Valentine and Talese’s voice carries the day, soaring with warmth, sincerity and an abundance of grace."
Nick Bewsey, Counting Beats
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http://www.laurintalese.com
http://youtu.be/04_Sui_ZzHM
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